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Executive Summery 
Learning Route (LR) is a planned journey under which the participants get the opportunity to learn and analyse 
directly the innovative and proven solutions for rural poverty alleviation and scale them up. To identify and scale up 
the successful and innovative approaches and techniques used by the IFAD funded projects in Bangladesh for 
lessening the poverty, PROCASUR Corporation has been working in partnership with INAFI Bangladesh from June 
2013. Within the process INAFI and PROCASUR Corporation organised their first Learning Route (LR) in 
Bangladesh in September 2014 focusing on 2 case studies of Finance for Enterprise Development and Employment 
Creation (FEDEC), one of the IFAD projects.  

Haor Infrastructure and Livelihood Improvement Project (HILIP) )/ Climate Adaptation and Livelihood Protection Sub-
project (CALIP) one of the currently ongoing projects showed their interest to partnering with INAFI Bangladesh for 
complementing their knowledge management aptitude. PROCASUR conceived with a specific Learning Route (LR) 
tool has come into partnership with INAFI Bangladesh for the 2nd phase to advocate for the scaling up of locally 
produced and tested technologies and approaches for rural poverty eradication with the aim to enhance the 
knowledge sharing within the projects and their local partners at different levels through development of case studies 
and Learning Route. 

Through a number of meetings with HILIP, INAFI shortlisted the best practices and made a short field visit to the 
three case areas  as recommended by HILIP. Finally one case has been identified as most potential to be scaled up 
which is part of project’s Livelihood component.  HILIP is a project of Local Government Engineering Department 
(LGED), under the Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development & Cooperatives, Government of Bangladesh. 
HILIP works under 5 different components.  

The case identified for scaling up is based on vegetable cultivation in fallow land of Haor basin area in Sunamganj. It 
is located at Radhanagar, one of the remote villages of Sunamganj in Derai upazilla.  

INAFI based on systematization developed an in-depth case study on the respective case. As a continuation of the 
process INAFI and PROCASUR with the support from HILIP, LGED, and IFAD organised a 3-day long Learning 
Route “Experience of Vegetable Village; a Livelihood Improvement Best Practice of HILIP” at Sunamganj 
Sadar from 30 March to 01 April, 2016. 15 participants comprising 1 Progressive farmer, 1 Social organizer and 1 
Livelihood Coordinator from each of the 5 working districts of HILIP joined the LR.  

The 3 day LR went as per structural method starting from knowing about the methodology of Learning Route. 
Throughout the consecutive days the participants worked on different exercises and chalked out the project activities 
they are involved with at different districts, their challenges and innovations; the participants got the opportunity to 
hear the story of success of the farmers from Radhanagar directly and discussed with them regarding different 
aspects of their changes in livelihood and impact of the project; they analysed the case of Radhanagar and identified 
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats as well as pointed out the lessons learned from the case and also 
gave some recommendations from their point of view.; the Learning Route ended with development and presentation 
of Action Plans by the participants. Participants from each district prepared an action plan with the aim to scaling up 
the lessons learned from experiencing the outstanding case of Radhanagar.   

This time the experience of LR was different as the project covered the entire cost of the event which lead to some 
opportunities and some challenges as well. Participants were all from the host project. Participation of the local 
champions from other districts also helped to get a realistic scenario of same interventions of the project at different 
locations. 
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Introduction 
Bangladesh is a highly populated country with lots of opportunity to use its manpower in productive activities and 
transform it from burden to strength.  Many public, private and public-private partnership initiatives are working in the 
country supporting the vulnerable and poor people to find the most suitable opportunity for them and to attain a better 
and stronger pathway.  

 

To identify and scale up the successful and innovative approaches and techniques used by the International Fund for 
Agricultural Development (IFAD) funded projects in Bangladesh PROCASUR Corporation has been working in 
partnership with INAFI Bangladesh from June 2013. Under the frame of ROUTASIA programme with IFAD, 
PROCASUR is supporting knowledge management and capacity building strategies for scaling-up best practices and 
innovations for poverty reduction among IFAD stakeholders in the Asia and Pacific Region. Learning Route is a 
methodology used by PROCASUR to scale up the practices and solutions which have been proven innovative and 
successful in impacting the lives of poor among a greater population.  

 

INAFI and PROCASUR in 2014 identified and documented 7 case studies from 4 IFAD-supported projects in 
Bangladesh. A 5-day Learning Route (LR) was also organized on 2 case studies of Finance for Enterprise 
Development and Employment Creation (FEDEC), one of the IFAD projects.  Monitoring and evaluations and policy 
level staff from 6 IFAD projects joined the LR at Satkhira and Jessore as participants. INAFI-PROCASUR partnership 
through this process has been recognized as an expert technical assistance provider in advanced knowledge 
management and knowledge sharing in Bangladesh which is an opportunity for the other ongoing IFAD projects in 
the country to use for their capacity development.  

 

Stimulated by the successful results, one of the now ongoing projects of IFAD, Haor Infrastructure and Livelihood 
Improvement Project (HILIP) of LGED, approached to enter in a new partnership with INAFI Bangladesh and 
PROCASUR Corporation to enhance their knowledge management capacity. In close consultation of HILIP, INAFI 
and PROCASUR identified the case of Vegetable Village of Radhanagar, under Derai upazilla of Sunamganj for 
documentation and scaling up. Based on a 5 day systematization process in the field INAFI has documented the 
case portraying and analyzing the experience, enabling and disabling factors, best practices and lessons learned 
from the vegetable cultivation in Radhanagar, Sunamganj of HILIP. A 3-day Learning Route “Experience of 
Vegetable Village; a Livelihood Improvement Best Practice of HILIP” was organised by INAFI and 
PROCASUR with the support from HILIP, LGED, at Sunamganj focusing on the case.  
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The Project  
Haor Infrastructure and Livelihood Improvement Project (HILIP) is a project of Local Government Engineering 
Department (LGED), one of the largest public sector organizations in Bangladesh under the Ministry of Local 
Government, Rural Development & Cooperatives. This project of LGED is unique in a way that works not only for 
infrastructure development but also for improving the living standards and reducing the vulnerability of the poor living 
in the community. HILIP also assists a supplementary project of IFAD named Climate Adaptation and Livelihood 
Protection (CALIP) which works for building community and ecological resilience to climate change. The 
implementation period of the project is from January 2012 to June 2019.  

 

HILIP is working in the 5 north-eastern haor basin districts of the country namely Brahmanbaria, Hobiganj, 
Kishoreganj, Netrokona and Sunamganj covering 165 unions of 28 upazilas, which are geographically subject to 
extensive annual flooding. The project is designed to operate under 5 comprehensive components by promoting (i) 
enhanced access to markets, livelihood opportunities and social services, (ii) enhanced village mobility, reduction in 
production losses and protection against extreme weather events, (iii) enhanced access to fishery resources and 
conservation of biodiversity and (iv) enhanced production, diversification and marketing of crop and livestock 
produce.  

 

Under its Livelihood Protection component, HILIP is mobilizing people and promoting modern techniques of crops, 
poultry, livestock and fisheries among them and providing overall support towards this. HILIP since its inception has 
formed 1890 Common Interest Groups (CIG) for its livelihood activities including 19026 male and 27476 female 
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members. One of these CIGs is Radahanagar Crop CIG located at a small and remote village, Radhanagar of 
Sunamganj.  

 

Learning Route  
The Learning Route “Experience of Vegetable Village; a 
Livelihood Improvement Best Practice of HILIP” was built on 
the story of introduction and substantial expansion of vegetable 
cultivation in the fallow land of haor region. The 3-day Learning 
Route from 30 March to 01 April took place at Sunamganj and 
offered the participants an opportunity to learn directly from the 
case of Radhanagar vegetable production. The case reflects 
inclusive approach of the project towards livelihood improvement 
through providing support at each level of vegetable production 
starting from input level and stretching up to marketing level 
with trainings, demonstrations, technology transfer, building 
forward and backward linkage and continuous technical support. 

 

HILIP prioritized to scaling up the case within the project. It 
selected Progressive Farmers, Livelihood Coordinators and 
Social Organizers from each of its 5 working districts to 
participate in the LR.  

 
The Case 
Radhanagar village is one of the very typical villages of Derai 
upazilla comprising vast pieces of fallow land located in the 
district of Sunamganj in Bangladesh. If we look back, we would 
see major occupation of the village people was rice cultivation 
which requires huge labour however, returns comparatively little 
income. They used to cultivate Boro rice once a year in low 
lands and Aus rice in the higher land during the early rainy season remaining under employed throughout rest of the 
year. Women of the area were totally engaged with their household jobs and men were the only wage earner of the 
family. 

 

Just in 3 years, after the intervention of HILIP in the area, the scenario has changed showing strong inspiring impacts 
not only to the lives of the people but also to the community as a whole. In Radhanagar, HILIP has introduced 
vegetable production in the fallow lands through developing common interest groups (CIG). People now can utilize 
their land mostly around the year with diversified vegetables. The income as well as profit they are earning from 
cultivating High Yielding Variety (HYV) and Hybrid vegetables is significantly higher compared to rice paddy 
cultivation. Farmers now have strong linkage with all of the stakeholders they need to communicate with. Ranging 
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Learning Route (LR) is a tool that 
advocates for the scaling up of locally 
produced and proven technologies and 
approaches for rural poverty eradication. It 
is a tested methodology, which has been 
successfully used in many countries as a 
capacity building tool. It is a planned 
journey under which the participants get 
the opportunity to learn directly from the 
field where the local champions become 
the trainers. It opens up a two-way 
knowledge transfer between the hosts and 
the participants. By the end of a Route the 
participants develop action plans to scale 
up the innovations and learning from the 
host case into their own filed.  LR is based 
on some specific learning objectives like, i) 
the knowledge needs of development 
practitioners that are faced with problems 
associated with rural poverty and, ii) the 
identification of relevant experiences in 
which local stakeholders have tackled 
similar challenges in innovative ways, with 
successful results and accumulated 
knowledge which is potentially useful to 
others. 



from big to small; all farmers have access to market information. Based on circumstances they often practice group 
cultivation and group marketing to minimize their risks and costs. In addition, HILIP is promoting organic vegetable 
and this has also added value to their produce in the market. The village now has become known as ‘Vegetable 
Village’ due to the rapid expansion of vegetable cultivation by the villagers within a very short period of time.  

 

Beginning of the Route  
The Learning Route held at LGED conference hall at Sunamgonj started with an inaugural session graced by the 
Deputy Commissioner (DC) of Sunamganj as the Chief Guest and Executive Engineer, LGED, Sunamganj as Chair. 
During the session the background of the partnership among PROCASUR Corporation, IFAD, INAFI and HILIP and 
the context and objective of the Route were briefed. All were also updated regarding the insights of Radhanagar case 
and why it has been chosen for scaling up. The working session of the 1st day included introduction of the 
participants through an interactive exercise. After that participants from each district in a group, made presentation on 
their professional experiences with the project. Through the presentations they shared among all about their 
activities, best practices in their area which they think have potential to be scaled up, challenges they face, and their 
expectations from the LR.  

Some common challenges they face include:  

• Selection of the area:  
- Lack of fallow land in the selected area hinders the expansion of the vegetable cultivation  
- If the occupation of the average people in the selected area is not agriculture, then it sustains a risk 

of lack of interested participant for cultivating vegetable  
• Delay in fund flow specifically during suitable season for demonstration  
• Frequent change in guideline 
• Challenge in post-production marketing  

- Lack of demand analysis 
- Location of the market from the selected area 
- Poor transportation/ communication system 
- Lack of group marketing 
- Difficulty if market linkage  

• Natural disaster: 
- Early flood  
- Cultivable land remains under water for about 6 months in a year 

• Lack of involvement of the line department 
• Lack of irrigation facility  
• Lack of technology  
• Lack of education and awareness 

The participants also listed some of the innovations from their ground of work as follows:   

• Group production planning, group marketing and introducing bulking system  
• Bringing the fallow land under production 
• Introduction and promotion of non-chemical vegetable , using organic method 
• Increased involvement of women in agriculture  
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• Engaging farmers with other different IGAs along with agriculture to increase their income  
• Linkage among the value chain stakeholders 
• Linkage with the farmers and the MFIs    
• Transferring totally new knowledge and technology to the farmers 

 

 
Participants of the LR  

 

Getting into the Experience of Vegetable Village: 

In the early morning of the 2nd day the participants went to Derai upazilla at the Upazila Auditorium where 15 CIG 
(Common interest Group) and 6 non-CIG vegetable farmers from Radhanagar were also present. The day went 
through different types of exercises with the farmers from Radhanagar. After the inaugural session three host farmers 
shared three presentations portraying 3 aspects of their success story of vegetable cultivation.  

 

a) Timeline map: Mr. Mizanur Rahman, one of the progressive CIG farmers presented the map on behalf of his 
group. He described the gradual changes in the agricultural activities in Radhanagar village from rice 
cultivation to vegetable farming with significant improvement in the livelihood of the people throughout the 
years. The timeline map displayed the scenario before the project’s intervention and then showed the 
development step by step up to till date.  
 

b) Map of actors: Ms. Lucky is one of the non-CIG farmers from Radhanagar who presented the relationship of 
all the actors involved in the vegetable value chain in the village through this map. The map clearly depicted 
how all the actors are linked to each other and how they add value to the total value chain.  
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Captions of the photos are stated clockwise starting from the top left 
photo: 

1. Vegetable farmers from Radhanagar village, the host case, 
participating at the Learning Route.  

2. Ms. Lucky, one of the non-CIG farmers from Radhanagr presenting 
the Map of Actors  

3. Mr. Mizanur Rahman, one of the Local Champions presenting the 
Timeline Map of Radhanagar vegetable cultivation 

4. One of the participant farmer from Hobiganj district clarifying his 
queries with the host farmers  

 

c) Lessons learned from vegetable 
cultivation under HILIP: Mr. Dhon Mia, 
another progressive farmer and 
member of the Radhanagar Crop CIG 
presented a list of lessons learned from 
their experience under this project. 
Some of the lessons learned from the 
list are as follows:  
 
- Vegetable cultivation is more 

profitable compared to rice paddy 
cultivation. Income from 
vegetable cultivation is about 10 
fold to that of rice cultivation. 

- In the village we choose to grow 
different varieties of vegetable by 
different farmers keeping in mind 
not to saturate the market.  

- Bamboo that is used to make 
platform for growing vegetable is 
not available in our Derai upazila 
and we have to bring bamboo 
from another upazila.   

- With the expansion of vegetable 
cultivation, the price of land for 
lease is going higher.  

- When taking the vegetables to the 
market we have to carry those 
from field to a distance through a 
mud built road which is very 
difficult and costly.  

- We found that it is profitable for us to sell our produces at the arot as we get the scope to bargain with 
a lot of wholesale buyers there and sell our produces at a higher price.  

- Demonstration plots played a significant role to make the villagers interested in vegetable production.  
- Women besides the men have been involved in vegetable production which has helped to increase 

family income.  
- Our standard of living has increased. Many of us have used the profit money to build new home. On 

the other hand, many have invested that in new business like rearing poultry. We can now ensure our 
children to attend school. Now also we can have more vegetable for ourselves which has increased 
our nutrition intake.  

- Women being involved with a sustainable IGA now do not have to depend on their male counterparts 
for money and can use their own income independently.  
 



These three presentations were prepared during the systematization process by the involvement of a number of CIG 
and non-CIG host farmers of the village with the guidance of INAFI. During the LR, the host farmers attended 
different queries came from the participants based on their presentations. The participant farmers from the 5 districts 
also cleared their queries with the host farmers through discussion.   

 

One of the queries came from the participants to Mr. Mizanur Rahman was what would be their sustainability plan to 
continue vegetable cultivation after the project ends. Mizan’s response to this question very clearly pointed out that 
they are very confident to move forward with this vegetable production. With the project support they now have the 
technology; they have access to knowledge and information, they have already developed strong linkage with the 
total value chain, they have good communication with the line department along with that there is a local trainer (a 
local progressive farmer trained under the project who is to provide hands on services to the CIGs in need basis) to 
provide them technical support as and when necessary. According to him, there is no scope of concern about the 
sustainability of the activities after the project ends.  

 

In response to another query regarding women empowerment and improvement of livelihood after projects 
intervention, Ms. Lucky boldly described, how they value the impact of the project in their lives. The project not only 
intervened by introducing vegetable cultivation and technology dissemination but also linked them with the total value 
chain. The SO and CDFs regularly visit them and monitor their activities. Women themselves know where to get 
necessary information or help regarding vegetable cultivation. They have the contact number of the government line 
department, as well as local trainer will be there even after the project end. They can contact by themselves with the 
wholesale buyers and bargain for their produce. They now can contribute to their own family and do not need to 
depend on others. They also can ensure the nutrition intake for them and their family from their own field.   

 

One of the participant farmers from other districts raised a question to Dhon Mia that, how it feels now, when his wife 
manages her own money independently and does not depend upon him anymore. Dhon mia with a modest smile in 
his face replied that, there were days when he could not meet even the small demands of his wife and children and 
now as a husband as well as a father he cannot ask for more as those days have become past.  

 

One of the LR participant farmers suggested the local farmers to produce the bamboo as he did in his area. The 
Radhanagar farmers use bamboo as an important equipment for most of the vegetables and they have to buy these 
from other area at higher price. So it would be very much cost effective for them if they can produce bamboo in their 
locality.  

 

The LR participants divided into three groups were taken to Radhanagar village. Each group visited one local 
champion’s home and farm. They got the opportunity to directly interact with the local champion and hear their story 
of socio economic improvements, their development of knowledge and technologies with the help of the project. They 
also discussed about the challenges and opportunities, coping strategies to those challenges and innovative 
approaches to boost efficiency.  
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Visit to one of the local champions, Ms. Aleya’s home at 
Radhanagar village of Derai upazila, Sunamganj district 

Participants from 5 project districts busy with group work during 
the learning route  

 By the end of the day the participants done 
SWOT analysis based on the experience of 
Radhanagar. They in 3 groups analyzed the 
case of the vegetable cultivation and 
presented the group case analysis. Based on 
the SWOT a number of lessons learned and 
recommendations were also pointed out by 
the groups which might be valuable for the 
host case to review their activities as well as 
for the participants to imply in their own 
working areas.  

 

 

 

SWOT Analysis:   

From the analysis came out that, proper 
selection of area and farmers along with 
identifying suitable IGA for the area are crucial 
for the success of an intervention. The CIG 
farmers of Radhanagar were very much 
proactive to accept the idea of vegetable 
cultivation and to adopt the new technologies 
promoted by the project. There cooperative 
attitude and desire to help each other have 
stimulated the quick expansion of the process 
throughout the village. Another good practice 
among them is planned cultivation of different 
vegetables by different farmers to capture the 
market. They also analyze the market 
demand pattern beforehand and calculate the 
best time to cultivate any vegetable. For most 
of the vegetables they are using bamboo 
platforms. The interesting as well as potential 
point is that the same bamboo platform is used by the farmers for consecutive vegetable production and this can be 
used for about 2 years which minimizes their cost. Strong linkage of the farmers with different government and non- 
government service provider institutions as well as with the wholesale buyers and input sellers has established the 
scope of sustainability and generated confidence among the farmers. The farmers both male and female are 
exercising bargaining power with their produce and became used to with verifying the market price which is a sign of 
their maturity. Radhanagar farmers are motivated to cope up with organic method of production. Bulking system & 



group marketing is an add-on for the small farmers limiting their cost and insecurity as well. The farmers are investing 
their profit in productive way.  

 

All the participants agreed that, a big 
opportunity in this case is the location of 
the market at a convenient distance 
from the village and the large demand of 
vegetables in the market. With the 
engagement of a large portion of people 
in vegetable cultivation, the input sellers 
of the local market also ensure the 
availability of all types of inputs related 
to this in their shops. In one hand it is 
certainly an opportunity for the farmers 
however, on the other hand input price 
at the local market is much higher 
compared to that of Sunamganj district 
market. So, for the farmers it is cost 
effective when buying things in a large 
amount to go to Sunamganj market than 
buying from the local market. 

 
Among the weaknesses and risks 
identified the discussion started with the 
geographical location and seasonal 
climatic behavior of the area. Locally the 
summer season is divided into two 
periods, i. e. Kharif I (mid-February to 
mid-May) and Kharif II (mid-May to 
September). Kharif I and winter 
(October to mid-February) is suitable for 
the farmers for growing 
vegetables. They cannot produce 
vegetable throughout the year because 
of the heavy rain during Kharif II season. 
Also there is risk of flash flood towards 
the end of Kharif I.   

 

During the dry season irrigation remains still a big challenge for farming. Canaling might be an option however; most 
of the farmers especially the female farmers prefer to produce vegetable in the land near to their houses which 
mostly are very far from the river. So irrigation through canaling does not work in these cases and the farmers have 
to do the irrigation manually.  
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Recommendations:  

• Developing a crop calendar will help the farmers to plan their production 
in a more efficient way   

• Introducing a specific crop collecting center would be of useful for both; 
the farmers and the buyers.  

• Ensure linkage between the farmers and the MMC (Market 
Management Committee) would be of useful for both of the parties.  

• The farmers should be oriented about maintaining formal book keeping 
which will enhance their skill to distribute their income more effectively.  

• Keeping the farmers update on new technologies through regular 
trainings is very important to ensure the sustainability.  

• More exchange visits can be arranged which will boost up the farmer as 
well as will ensure regular update of knowledge 

• Promoting shathi crop (more than one crop grown at a time in the same 
land) cultivation which will help to generate increased income from the 
same piece of land and from investing same amount of labour. Such as: 
cultivating red spinach (lalshak) along with snake gourd (chichinga). A 
very few number of farmers in the village is now doing it. This practice 
has to be scaled up.  

• The farmers should take assistance from HILIP officials when they apply 
for a loan from government bank like (Krishi bank) 

• The project should explore for a sustainable way to ensure availability of 
water for irrigation during the dry season. Buried pipe can be 
established.  

• Project support in transportation of vegetable which is already achieved 
up to a point  

• Introduction of bamboo production in the area will not only ease the 
availability of bamboo for the farmers but also would increase 
employment opportunity for the villagers. Bamboo made different types 
of products have a good market.  

• Aware the farmers to lessen the number of middle men in marketing 
process  

 



 

Most of the farmers do not have their own land. With the expansion of vegetable cultivation in the village, demand for 
land has also increased.  In addition to higher lease rate, the farmers are also finding it difficult to acquire cultivable 
land as more and more people in the area are starting to adopt vegetable cultivation.    

Bamboo is a very important input for vegetable production used by the farmers of this area. However, it is not 
produced locally, where the project has scope to play a role.  

 

Another major problem shared by the local farmers during the LR is the poor condition of the road they have to use 
while taking their produces to the market. The positive thing is that, the project authority has noted this problem with 
much importance and has assured the farmers to repair the road within short possible period of time.  

 

Though most of the farmers are members of MFIs, for investment purpose they prefer to take loan from Krishi bank 
(specified government bank for agricultural loan) as the interest rate is much lower there compared to that of the 
MFIs’. However, the process of acquiring loan from the Krishi bank is lengthy and troublesome. The project may take 
necessary initiative to make a linkage between the farmers and the Krishi bank.  

 

Action Plans:  

The participants on the final day of the LR were grouped according to their districts and solely engaged in developing 
innovative action plans. Action plan is a methodology used in LR through which the participants reflect their 
knowledge generation from the route to use in their own fields within their project activities.  

 

Capitalizing on the outstanding case of Radhanagar, the experience of the local champions, techniques adopted by 
them to accelerate the growth, challenges as well as opportunities, the participants from 5 districts came up with 5 
action plans by the end of the day. The participants, considering their current challenges as well as their present 
opportunities, developed their action plans incorporating the learning from the LR. They applied their knowledge to 
analyze and include some innovative solutions compatible for their own locality in their action plans. In their action 
plans they indicated the relevant changes, map of actors, strategic actions along with the duration and budget and 
the risks and mitigation strategies against adoption and practise of innovative ideas. 

 

There was a panel of 4 personnel including representatives from LGED head office, LGED Sunamganj and INAFI 
Bangladesh to give feedback on the action plans. Finally, 5 action plans were presented by the 5 groups which 
contained innovative approaches to complement their activities in the field with significant impacts. The panel gave 
their constructive feedbacks on each of the action plan.  

 

Please find the action plans in the annexure.   
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Lessons Learned  

This was the 2nd time for INAFI Bangladesh to organize an LR. The experience was a bit different this time. The 
participants this time were from 5 different districts of the same project and not only the project staff but also the 
progressive farmers attended the LR. Farmers’ participation from other districts was very much interesting. They 
were happy participating and getting the opportunity to see and analyze directly the progress of the local farmers. 
They were confident about their expertise on particular farming techniques and vegetables. They willingly shared 
their challenges and opportunities experienced from their own field and helped the project staff to develop the action 
plan for scaling up. It was obviously a pleasure to gather progressive farmers of different locations under the umbrella 
of LR. 

 

The analysis done by the participants on the host case was very much realistic. This must be because all of them 
understand the project activities very well as they all are involved in similar activities at respective areas. Also the 
recommendations for the host case were well stated.  

 

The exercise and analysis of the 1st day of LR, on project activities and particularly on existing challenges and 
opportunities helped the participants to link the innovations as well as best practices of Radhanagar with their new 
action plans. 

 

The action plans developed are innovative and seem quite easy to adopt with and complement their ongoing 
activities. As for this time, working with only one project which is in its mid-phase, INAFI’s view is that it might also be 
easier to follow up with the action plans.  

 

Inviting the local government authorities added an extra value to the event. However, in some cases it was difficult 
managing time prioritizing the LR sessions resulting ending up late. Some token gifts were arranged for all the 
participants as part of a participatory exercise which they really appreciated.  

 

Vegetable cultivation in larger volume is not a very traditional practice in the country. However, the sector is 
expanding as it has potential market. With a huge population of the country and with increasing per capita income of 
the people it can be regarded as an essential market for which the demand will always exist. Using modern 
techniques will increase the efficiency of the farmers. Promotion of organic vegetable in one hand can ensure healthy 
vegetables for the consumers and in the other hand can work as brand to increase the profit of the producers.  In this 
case it is really important to increase awareness among the consumers regarding organic vegetables through 
campaigning.  2 among 5 action plans came from the LR focused on this aspect.  
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Five progressive vegetable farmers from five working districts of HILIP receiving their certificate as participants in 
the Learning Route  

 

Conclusion 
The overall event was successful with the participants encouraged to work on their own fields applying the learning 
from the LR. Currently being in its mid phase, the project is optimistic and has enough scope to scale up its best 
practices and innovations with proven impacts in its other areas of intervention. The LR participants think that, it 
would be a good idea to replicate the LR in all of the 5 project districts based on best practices of respective areas.  

 

As a follow-up process of Learning Route INAFI Bangladesh with the support of HILIP will organise a half day 
workshop in Dhaka. It is expected to gather all the LR participants along with the project director and higher level 
authority of HILIP and also representatives from IFAD with the aim to come up with some outstanding conclusions at 
the end of the event which could be the inspiration to the introduction of nurturing and practicing proven ideas in the 
field. In the workshop, the learning from the LR will be disseminated, the final Action Plans (APs) will be shared and 
the improvements and perspective of the APs will be discussed. The date for the workshop would be fixed based on 
the convenience of the project and IFAD.  
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Annexure  
1. Action Plan: Brahmanbaria 
Title: Promotion of organic vegetables  
Project Name: HILIP-LGED (Nabinagar)  
Objective of the Action plan:  

• Expansion in use of organic methodology in producing different vegetables 
• Strengthen the coordination among producer, consumer and the trader 
• Producing chemical free vegetables 
• Environment friendly employment opportunity creation 
• Easing the marketing of the produced vegetables and ensuring the fair price 

 
Action Plan Table: 

Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related actors  Procedure Timeline  Budget  

01 Organizing the 
farmers and 
Developing CIG 

To gather the produced 
vegetables in one place  

Small vegetable  
farmers 

HILIP staff Household survey, selecting the suitable farmers, meeting, 
distributing the responsibilities  

Aug 2016 Tk. 60,000/- 

02 Demand 
assessment of the 
produced 
vegetables 

Coordination between the 
demand of the consumers 
and the Supply from the 
producers  

Different 
consumers and 
the farmers   

HILIP staff, CIG 
members, 
progressive 
farmers  

Meetings, workshops, exchange visits, market visit, survey  Aug 2016 Tk. 15,000/- 
 

03 Marketing    Taking the vegetables to the 
market in minimum time and 
low cost.   

Farmers, 
consumers and 
transportation 
workers   

HILIP staff, 
framers, members 
from market 
committee, traders 

Trainings, workshops, determine the amount of different 
vegetable to be produced, gradually verification, selection 
and collection, transportation management, publicity, 
banner, linkage with different stakeholders, production 
plan, field days, IPM, club, DAE linkage 

Aug to 
Dec 2016  

Tk. 28,000/- 

 
 

Challenges  
1. Availability of fund 
2. Insects and virus attacks  
3. Change in consumers eating habits 
4. Lack of irrigation materials, agriculture materials and organic materials 
5. Bringing the fallow land under production  
6. Involving more women in production and marketing 
7. Syndication from the consumers  

Team Members:  
• Md. Nayeem Miya, (Progressive farmer), Nobipur, 

Brahmanbaria 
• Chandan Kumar Majumder, (SO Crop), Nobinogor, 

Brahmanbaria 
• Md. Abu Zaher, (LC), Brahmanbaria 
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2. Action Plan: Hobiganj  
Title: Increasing the profitability of the farmers by introducing low cost Latiraj Kochu production  
Project Name: HILIP-LGED (Hobiganj)   
Objective of the Action plan:  

• To benefit the farmers by introducing low cost latiraj kochu production (using compost fertilizer)  
• Aware people about the nutrient value of Kochu  
• Increased involvement of women in employment generating activities 

 
Action Plan Table: 

Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target 
people 

Related actors  Procedure Time-line  Budget  

01 Developing the Action Plan Informing the respective project authority  Marginal 
farmer 

Project staff 
 

Through application  Jul 30 to 
Aug 15 

 

02 Village survey and 
developing the CIG 

Favourable land and correct farmer 
selection  

Marginal 
farmer 

Project staff and 
Community people 

Through PRA Aug 16 to 
Aug 30  

 

03 Training • Capacity development of the farmers  
• skill development of the farmers on 

adhering activities  

• Project staff 
• Marginal 

farmers  

• Project staff 
• Line department  

Formal/informal 1 to 7 Sep  

04 Preparing compost by the 
farmers  

• Production in low cost 
• Decreasing the use of chemical fertiliser 
• Environment friendly 

Marginal 
farmer 

• Project staff 
• Farmers 

• Making whole 
• Use of polithine 
• Collecting dung ad other organic 

materials and process those  

Sep 8 to 
Nov 25 

 

05 Ensuring the availability of 
the inputs, preparing the 
filed, irrigation 

To complete the activities in time Marginal 
farmer 

• Project staff 
• Farmers 

 Nov 25 to 
30  

 

06 Monitoring, follow up and 
record keeping  

• Appropriate steps in suitable time  
• income and expenditure analysis  

Marginal 
farmer 

• Project staff 
• Farmers 
• Line department 

• Field inspection  
• Maintaining register 

 

Dec1 to 
Jun1  

 

07 Field day  Building awareness of the farmers-  
• through use of organic fertiliser  
• orienting them about their benefit through 

low expense  

Community 
people  

• Line department 
• Local Community people 
• Project staff 
• Wholesale buyer, Dealer 

• Through discussion  
• Through leaflet distribution regarding 

related issue 
• Displaying awareness building videos 

15 to 30 
May  

 

08 Marketing and linkage • Increasing the income of the CIG farmers  
• Increasing the interest of the other 

farmers in the community  

Community 
people 

• Project staff 
• Farmers  
• Wholesale buyer, Dealer 

Establishing communication with the 
buyer and dealer in time 
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Challenges  
8. Proper irrigation is important for achieving expected production  
9. Attack of insects and fungal diseases  
10. Flood 
11. Availability of fund in time 
12. Lack of staff 

Team Members:   
Airin Parveen, Md Faruq Ahmed, Shafiq Miya  
 

 
 
 
3. Action Plan: Kishoreganj 
Title: Honey production in Haor area by Bee Rearing  
Project Name: HILIP-LGED (Kishoreganj)  
Objective of the Action plan:  

• Economic solvency by producing honey 
• Gaining benefit by producing wax as a by-product 
• Employment opportunity creation 
• Increase in the production of mustard and other crops 

 
Action Plan Table: 

Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related actors  Procedure Time- 
line  

Budget  

01 Establishing CIG For making them self-sufficient through 
production of honey as well as wax 

Poor people of the working 
area  

HILIP staff 1. PRA 
2. Establishing CIG  

Sep  

02 Providing 
training 

1. Awareness building 
2. Motivating them to produce honey 

and wax  

1. HILIP staff 
2. CIG members  

1. Apiculture 
stakeholders 

2. Trained HILIP staff 

1. Approval from the project 
2. Training through Apiculture 

stakeholders and HILIP staffs  

1. Aug 
2. Oct 

1. Tk. 15,000/- 
2. Tk. 20,000/- 

03 Establishing 
demonstration 
plot   

To disseminate and share the 
experience to the community people 
and motivate them 

CIG and non-CIG farmers   Trained HILIP staffs  1. Selecting the farmers for 
demonstration 

2. Distribution of the inputs to the 
selected farmers  

Nov-
Dec 

Tk. 25,000/- 

04 Monitoring  For successful implementation   For the progressive farmer 
who got the demonstration 
plot  

1. Apiculture 
stakeholders 

2. Trained HILIP staff 

Technical support and suggestions   Tk. 1700/- 

05 Value chain 
development 

Establishing communication  Dealers, departmental stores, 
related companies, farmers  

HILIP Staff Meetings, workshops, mobile phone, 
email 

  

06 Framers’ field 
days 

Motivate all the village people to 
participate in this activity  

Community people 
 

1. HILIP staff 
2. CIG farmers  

Experience sharing and dissemination   Tk. 5,000/- 

 Total (Sixty six thousand and seven hundred taka) Tk. 66700/- 
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Challenges  
13. Loss of crops due to excessive rain and drought  
14. Due to any occurrence death of the queen bee 
15. Approval and sanction of money at the right time  

 
 
 
 
4. Action Plan: Netrokona 
Action Plan Title: Organic production of Bitter Gourd using Sex-Pheromone Trap  
Project Name: HILIP-LGED (Netrokona)  
Objective of the Action plan:  

• Producing chemical free vegetable  
• Employment opportunity creation 
• Environment friendly technology promotion  
• Mitigate the nutrition demand  
• Increasing family income  
• Employment creation for women  
• Reducing the use of chemical materials 

 
Action Plan Table: 

Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related actors  Procedure Time-line  Budget  

01 Household 
survey  

Suitable field and appropriate farmer 
selection  

Marginal farmers 
of the haor area  

• HILIP officials 
• Marginal farmers 
• Staff of the Agriculture 

department 
• Buyer/ dealer  

1. PRA 
2. Survey  

Mid Feb 
to Jul  

 

02 Developing 
CIG 

Organising the farmers HILIP staff, 
Interested farmers  

HILIP staff 1. PRA 
2. Establishing CIG  

  

03 Providing 
training 

1. Capacity building of the farmers 
2. Awareness building to grow bitter gourd  
3. Communication with the line department 

CIG members  1. HILIP staff 
2. Agriculture department 
3. Local Trainer 

1. Approval from the project 
2. Training through trained staff of HILIP 

and Agriculture department 

  1. Tk. 15,000/- 
2. Tk. 20,000/- 

04 Establishing 
demonstration 
plot   

To disseminate and share the experience 
to all the community members and 
motivate them 

CIG and non-CIG 
farmers   

Trained HILIP staffs and 
the selected CIG farmer  

1. Selecting the farmers for demonstration 
2. Distribution of the inputs to the selected 

farmers  

 Tk. 20,000/- 

05 Monitoring  For proper and successful 
implementation   

For the 
progressive farmer 

1. Trained project staff 
2. Community people 

1. Field visit 
2. Information verification 

 Tk. 1700/- 
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Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related actors  Procedure Time-line  Budget  

who got the 
demonstration plot  

3. Local Trainer  3. Continuous technical support 
4. Providing suggestion  

06 Value chain 
development 

Strengthening communication and 
marketing  

1. Producer/ 
farmers   

2. Departmental 
stores,  

3. Dealers,  Buyers  

HILIP Staff 1. Market visit 
2. Orientation meeting 
3. Personal level relationship 
4. Mobile  
5. Workshop 

 Tk. 5,000/- 

07 Framers’ field 
days 

Expansion of technology and high 
quality variety 

Community people 
 

1. HILIP staff 
2. Community people 
3. Line department 
4. Progressive farmers  
5. People representative  

Experience sharing and dissemination of 
knowledge  

 Tk. 5,000/- 

 
Challenges  

1. Natural disaster 
2. Availability of seeds at right time  
3. Loss of crops due to insects and virus attacks  
4. Approval and sanction of money at the right time  
5. Fair price of the vegetable  

Prepared by:  
Joysri Debi 
Livelihood Coordinator 
HILIP LGED 
Netrokona 
 

 

 

5. Action Plan: Sunamganj 
Title: Harmful pesticide-free vegetable production   
Project Name: HILIP-LGED (Sunamganj)  
Duration: May 2016 to April 2017  
Objective of the Action plan:  

• Adoption of harmful-pesticide-free vegetable production technology and capacity building of the farmers  
• Awareness building among the consumers and the farmers regarding the harmful impact of the chemical fertilizer and pesticide for public health 
• To increase the production as well as the income of the selected farmers through expansion of vegetable production using modern technology  
• Expansion of the market by supporting the marketing of pesticide-free vegetables 
• Encouraging the farmers by supporting them with materials related to organic method and IPM  
• Establishing pesticide-free vegetable farmers’ association and through that strengthening public awareness, environment protection, marketing process 
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Action Plan Table: 
Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related 
actors  

Procedure Time-line  Budget  

01 To inform the Project about the 
action plan 

For approval  Higher authority  LC, DPC, PD, 
Livelihood 
Specialist 

Application letter/ Meeting    

02 Selecting members from working 
area under the project 

Organising farmers  Small and medium 
farmers (100 farmers)  

SO, CDF, LC, 
UPC 

• Base Line Survey 
• Social & Resource Mapping 
• Well Being Analysis 
• FGD 

30 Days  
May 16- 
June 15-
16 

Tk. 
5,000.00 

03 Providing training and training 
manual  

Dissemination of technology and 
skill development  

Selected farmers  • Line Dept. 
• Local Trainer 
• Experienced   
• Farmer 

One Day Training. 
Through Learning by doing method 
near a model farm. 

• Sept’ 16 
• January’

17 

Tk. 
1,25,000.0
0 

04 Issue based meetings  • Problem identification 
• Planning 
• Experience sharing  

Selected farmers’ 
group 

• CDF, SO   Yard meetings  Continue   

05 Pheromone trap, Trichoderma, 
bracon, etc. distribution  

• Vegetable production using 
environment friendly and 
chemical free methods 

• Bio pesticides  

farmers’ group 
members  

Project office  Based on demand • Summer 
• Winter 

Tk. 
90,000.00 

06 Organising Framers’ field days Information dissemination  farmers’ group and 
general public  

CDF, SO, LC, 
UPC  

Through invitation and 
announcement  

• Summer 
• Winter 

Tk. 
25,000.00 

07 Exchange visits To motivate the farmers  Selected farmers’ 
group 

SO, UPC, LC At Model Plot  Tk. 
50,000.00 

08 Working areas and market 
inspection with the aim to 
promoting/ marketing pest-free 
vegetables  

To increase the price of 
vegetables   

• Producer 
• Trader/ wholesale 

buyer  
• Consumer 

Project office Organizing a visit to the working 
area for the consumers and traders  

 Tk. 
20,000.00 

09 • Featuring in the printing media 
• Leaflets and posters 

distribution  

Advertisement/ publicity for 
enhancing the demand of the 
vegetables  

consumers  Project office By distributing to different 
categories of consumers and 
customers 

Through-
out the 
year  

Tk. 
30,000.00 

10 To place signboards  Awareness building and help the 
customers to identify the 
chemical free vegetables  

Producers and 
consumers  

Project office Placing signboards at different 
important points  

 Tk. 
15,000.00 

11 Displaying awareness building 
video documentary using 
multimedia 

Publicity and awareness building  Consumers and 
customers  

Project office Displaying video documentary at 
different important points 

 Tk. 
15,000.00 
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Sl. 
No 

Actions  Changes  Target people Related 
actors  

Procedure Time-line  Budget  

12 Monitoring and evaluation  Documentation & Report 
Preparation 

Project Activity CDF, SO, 
M&EO 

   

 
Challenges  

16. Natural disaster 
17. Lack of interested farmers to produce chemical free vegetables 
18. Different diseases caused by virus  
19. Marketing 
20. Lack of irrigation system  
21. Sufficient support from the PMU 
22. Early flood 
23. Communication system 
24. Unwillingness to use the IPM  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sl. No. Name Designation District 

01 Md. Arif Robbany LC Sunamganj 
02 Md. Al Mamun SO Crop Dowara Bazar 
03 Md. Mofizul Islam SO Crop Sunamganj Sadar 
04 Md. Abdur Kuddus Progressive farmer Sunamganj Sadar 
05 S. M. Rashedul Alam UPC Sunamganj Sadar 
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Participant List of the Learning Route “Experience of Vegetable Village; a Livelihood Improvement Best Practice of HILIP” 

NAME SEX and 
BIRTH DATE 

RESIDENCE CONTACT DETAILS JOB OR PROFESSION  PROJECT, CONTACT 
INFORMATION 

A.F.M. Ziaul 
Haque 

Male 
01January 1972 

Kishoreganj, 
Bangladesh 

Livelihood Coordinator 
District Management Unit (DMU), HILIP-LGED 
LGED Bhaban, Kishoreganj. 
Email: ziaulhaque111972@gmail.com 
PHONE: +88094161176 
MOBILE: +8801921499051/+8801709204959 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 9022908898875 

Livelihood Coordinator 
 

Haor  Infrastructure and 
Livelihood Improvement 
Project (HILIP), LGED 
Address: LGED, RDEC  
Bhaban, Level-03, 
Agargaon, Sher-e-Bangla 
Nogor Dhaka-1207 
DIRECTOR EMAIL: 
gopalpdhilip@gmail.com 

Morshed 
Ahmed 

Male 
01January 1985 

 

Kishoreganj, 
Bangladesh 

Social Organizer (Crop) 
Upazila Management Unit (UMU), HILIP-LGED 
LGED Bhaban, Kishoreganj. 
Email: dkmorshedag@gmail.com 
Mobile : +8801717-143309 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER : 3222409139045 

Social Organizer (Crop) 
 

Md. Salim Mia Male 
05 March 1970 

Austagram, 
Kishoreganj, 
Bangladesh 

Mosjidjam, Austagram, Kishoregonj 
Mobile : +88 01915-565776 

Advance Farmer 
 
 

Joysree Debi Female 
01 February 1980 

 

Netrokona 
Bangladesh 

Livelihood Coordinator 
District Management Unit (DMU), HILIP-LGED 
LGED Bhaban, Netrokona 
Email: mjoysree.debi011208@gmail.com 
Phone: +88095151142 
Mobile: +8801724515800 
PASSPORT NUMBER: C0418535 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER:9028905364128       

Livelihood Coordinator 
 

Md. Abdur 
Rashid 

Male 
01July 1987 

Rangpur 
Bangladesh 

Social Organizer (Crop) 
Upazila Management Unit (UMU), HILIP-LGED 
LGED Khaliajuri, Netrokona. 
Mobile:+88 01744-778400 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER:7311266271139 

Social Organizer (Crop) 
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Md. Noab Ali Male 
01 February 1969 

Kalmakanda, 
Netrokona 
Bangladesh 

Vill: Monkandia ,P.O: Ramnathpur, 
Union:Pogla, Upazila: Kalmakanda 
Dist:Netrokona 
Mobile: +8801795388222 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER:7214083421950 

Advance Farmer 
 

ARIF ROBBANY Male 
01-01-1975 

Sunamganj 
Bangladesh 

LGED OFFICE ,SUNAMGANJ 
Email: arif2007myen@yahoo.com 
Mobile: +8801786413532 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER:19766125203000003 

DISTRICT LIVELIHOOD 
COORDINATOR 

 

AL MAMUN 
MOLLA 

Male 
01-01-1985 

Sunamganj 
Bangladesh 

ARAMBAGH,DERAI,SUNAMGANJ 
Mobile: +88 01733237902 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 3218819451594 

SOCIAL 
ORGANIZER(CROP) 

 
MOHAMMAD 
ABDUL KUDDUS 

Male 
19-06-1970 

Sunamganj 
Bangladesh 

RADHA NAGAR,GOURARANG,SUNAMGANJ 
Mobile: +8801715311124 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 9018927258279 

LOCAL TRAINER 
 

MD. N.A. Naim Male 
15.02.1988 

Brahmanbaria 
Bangladesh 

Vill. Nabipur, Post.Nabinagar, Union: Pachim 
Nabinagar, Upazila: Nabinagar, Dist. 
Brahmanbaria. 
Mobile:  +88 01915081845 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 1218560891923 

Beneficiaries of  HILIP, 
LGED, Habiganj 

 

CHANDON 
KUMAR 
MAZUMDOR 

Male 
15.11.1989 

Brahmanbaria 
Bangladesh 

HILIP,LGED,Nabinagor, Brahmanbaria 
Email: chandonsocrop@gmail.com 
Phone: +00880852575355 
Mobile: +8801724873766 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 191385372126 

Social Organizer (Crop) 
 

MD. ABU 
ZAHER 

Male 
07.01.1968 

Brahmanbaria 
Bangladesh 

Brahmanbaria, Bangladesh 
Email: zaher.hilip@gmail.com 
Mobile:+88 01718407117 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 8827801106432 

Livelihood 
Coordinator, HILIP, 

LGED, Brahmanbaria 
 

EYERIN PERVIN  Female 
15.10.1975 

Hobiganj 
Bangladesh 

Hobiganj, Bangladesh 
Email: eyerin57@yahoo.com 
Mobile: +8801916942294 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 9011877821155 

Livelihood 
Coordinator, HILIP, 

LGED, Habiganj 
 

MD. FARUK 
AHMMED 

Male 
14 .12. 1982 

Hobiganj 
Bangladesh 

HILIP, LGED, Baniachong, Hobiganj 
Email: faruksocrop@gmail.com 
Mobile: +8801740647822 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 6121306606918 

Social Organizer 
(Crop),HILIP, LGED, 

Baniachong, Habiganj 
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MD. SOFIK 
MIAH 

Male 
20.11.1970 

Hobiganj 
Bangladesh 

Vill .Noyapatharia, Post .Hobiganj, Union: 
Mokrompur,  
Upazila: Baniachong, Dist. Habiganj. 
Mobile: +8801780216291 
IDENTITY CARD NUMBER: 3611156350747 

Beneficiaries of HILIP, 
LGED, Habiganj. 
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